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One of the best things about UNIX has always been its ability to run on different kinds of hardware. We 

think a UNIX word processor should have the ability to do the same. 

Presenting WordPerfect’ 5.1 for UNIX. Inside every box of WordPerfect 5.1 you'll find both a version for 

GUI (Graphical User Interface) terminals and a version for character terminals. Whichever you choose, you’ll get the 

level of performance that earned UnixWorld’s 

Best Product of 1992 award. 

With WordPerfect 5.1, you get a GUI 
and character-based version in every box. 

With WordPerfect’s GUI version, you'll enjoy a screen that’s clear and easily customized. Extensive windowing 

abilities for copying or pasting between as many as nine documents at once. Not to mention a Ruler 

for point-and-click formatting, a Button Bar™ for creating shortcuts to any feature or function, and a 

very convenient Zoom Edit command. 

But what if you don’t go for the GUI? 

Just choose the Character version, and Comprehensive Ruler, Access ies of formatting features 
* at the click of a button. 

depending on your hardware, you’ll get 

great-looking features rarely seen on a character terminal. Like document preview, column layout, and 

iu other important features such as easy-to-use drop down menus and easy-to-understand help screens. 
urn your 

most-used filnetions nf All of which leads to how easy WordPerfect 5.1 is to support. Its WordPerf 
single-click ne : ordreriect 
shortcuts. cross-platform compatibility makes transferring documents between other 

versions of WordPerfect (like DOS or Windows) virtually foolproof. What's more, its func- tertt 

tions are familiar to more users than any other word processor in the world. oper 

So find out today about the program UnixWorld declared “a breakthrough” that 

“deserves applause.” Call (800) 526-5014 for your free descriptive brochure. 
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